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ABSTRACT The 6TiSCH architecture is expected to play a significant role to enable the Internet of Things
paradigm also in industrial environments, where reliability and timeliness are of paramount importance to
support critical applications. Many research activities have focused on the Scheduling Function (SF) used for
managing the allocation of communication resources in order to guarantee the application requirements. Two
different approaches have mainly attracted the interest of researchers, namely distributed and autonomous
scheduling. Although many different (both distributed and autonomous) SFs have been proposed and
analyzed, a direct comparison of these two approaches is still missing. In this work, we compare some
different SFs, using different behaviors in allocating resources, and investigate the pros and cons of
using distributed or autonomous scheduling in four different scenarios, by means of both simulations and
measurements in a real testbed. Based on our results, we also provide a number of guidelines to select the
most appropriate SF, and its configuration parameters, depending on the specific use case.
INDEX TERMS Industrial Internet of Things, 6TiSCH architecture, scheduling function, simulation and
measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is expected to revolutionize the way industrial systems are designed. The
interconnection of physical systems seamlessly integrated
into information systems will enable new functions, such
as real-time remote monitoring and control, predictive
maintenance, big data analytics, etc. [1]. In this context,
the adoption of wireless communication technologies is
crucial to ensure a rapid and cheap deployment of IIoT
systems.
Recently, the 6TiSCH (IPv6 over the TSCH mode of
IEEE 802.15.4e) Working Group (WG) has been established
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in order
to standardize an architecture for the IIoT. The WG aims
at defining a protocol stack to integrate IoT devices into
existing IPv6 networks, still ensuring reliable and timely
communication, which are critical requirements in industrial applications. To this aim, 6TiSCH relies on the Time
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Giovanni Pau
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Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode of operation of the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard [2]. TSCH provides time-bounded,
guaranteed-bandwidth, and energy-efficient communication
through time-slotted access, high network capacity through
multi-channel communication, and robustness against interference and fading through frequency hopping.
In 6TiSCH, a Scheduling Function (SF) is used to allocate communication resources (i.e., TSCH cells) in order
to guarantee the application requirements. Different SFs
[3]–[15] have been proposed to cope with the needs of different use cases. They can be broadly classified according
to the approach they take to allocate TSCH cells to nodes,
namely, centralized, distributed, autonomous, and hop-byhop. Among all, however, distributed and autonomous
approaches have mostly attracted the interest of researchers.
There are also hybrid solutions that combine the previous basic approaches (e.g., autonomous and distributed
scheduling).
In distributed scheduling, TSCH cells are negotiated
by neighboring nodes, using the 6top protocol (6P) [16],
that allows to allocate and deallocate cells dynamically,
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depending on the time-varying traffic and network conditions. Obviously, 6P transactions introduce an overhead,
in terms of control traffic injected into the network and
additional latency experienced by data packets. Instead,
in autonomous scheduling, TSCH cells are allocated
autonomously by nodes, by using a hash function applied
to node addresses, without any packet exchange between
neighboring nodes and, consequently, with no negotiation
overhead.
Many autonomous and distributed SFs have been proposed and evaluated in the literature. However, in almost
all previous papers, SFs taking a similar approach are compared (e.g., distribute [17], or autonomous [13], [14], [18]).
A thorough performance evaluation that compare SFs taking
different approaches (e.g., autonomous, distributed and, possibly, hybrid), and investigate the pros and cons of the considered approaches in different application scenarios is still
missing.
In this article, we consider three SFs for 6TiSCH that
follow a different behavior for cell allocation. Specifically,
we consider E-OTF [7], a completely distributed SF, ALICE
[13] that leverages a link-based autonomous scheduling
approach, and MSF [6] that combines both autonomous and
distributed scheduling (MSF is currently under standardization by the 6TiSCH WG as the reference SF for IIoT applications). Both E-OTF and MSF are adaptive SFs, as they are
able to adjust the number of allocated cells to time-varying
traffic conditions, while ALICE leverages a static allocation
policy and is, thus, unable to adapt to traffic changes. Therefore, in order to make the comparison fair, in our study we
also considered the Frame Pending (FP) mechanism provided
by the underling TSCH access protocol. This option, when
enabled, allows the sender node to signal the receiver that it
has more data to send by setting a bit in the TSCH frame.
The FP mechanism makes ALICE adaptive, as it can now
react to possible changes in traffic by increasing the number
of allocated cells (per slotframe), if necessary. Unlike other
adaptive autonomous SFs proposed in the literature [14],
which require the exchange of control messages (the cost to
pay for adaptation), the FP bit does not introduce any additional control overhead, as it is piggybacked in the underlying
TSCH frame. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
article considering the TSCH FP option for (autonomous)
scheduling adaptation.
The goal of our performance comparison is to investigate
the suitability of autonomous and distributed scheduling to
different use cases. To this end, we consider four different scenarios, corresponding to representative real-world use cases,
and evaluate the performance of the considered SFs, in terms
of reliability, timeliness, and duty cycle. In our analysis,
we use both simulations and experimental measurements in a
real testbed.
Our results show that there is no SF that outperforms the
other ones in all the considered scenarios. Instead, different
SFs exhibit pros and cons under different conditions. Hence,
we provide below a set of guidelines that can help in selecting
158244

the most appropriate SFs, depending on the specific use case
and operating conditions.
In a nutshell, the main contributions provided by this article
can be summarized as follows:
•

•
•
•

A comprehensive evaluation of three popular SFs for
IIoT applications in a number of representative scenarios;
An evaluation of the influence of the TSCH FP option
on the performance of the considered SF;
The presentation of ALICE with FP option as an adaptive autonomous SF with no control overhead;
A set of guidelines to select the most appropriate SF,
depending on the specific use case and operating conditions.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work analyzing the performance of SFs with different general approaches,
i.e. distributed, autonomous and hybrid, and also to assess the
influence of the TSCH FP option in their performance. Also,
this is one of the few works that consider different traffic
models in addition to the popular upstream traffic, considered
in the majority of the works available in the literature.
The reminder of this article is organized as follows.
In Section II, we describe the 6TiSCH architecture.
In Section III, we provide a general overview of SFs for
6TiSCH and the related work, with special focus on the three
SFs considered in our analysis. In Section IV, we present our
simulation methodology, while in Section V we discuss the
simulation results. In Section VI we investigate the influence
of the FP mechanism. In Section VII, we present our experimental measurements. In Section VIII, we summarize the
lessons learned from our study and, finally, in Section IX we
conclude the paper.

FIGURE 1. The 6TiSCH Architecture.

II. 6TiSCH ARCHITECTURE

The 6TiSCH architecture [19] aims at integrating wireless
networks based on the 802.15.4 TSCH standard [2] into
VOLUME 8, 2020
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existing IPv6 infrastructures. The reference architecture and
the complete protocol stack are shown in Figure 1.
At the MAC layer, the TSCH protocol allows wireless
communication with bounded delay, high reliability, and low
energy consumption. To this end, TSCH relies on time-slotted
channel access, multi-channel communication, and frequency
hopping. Time is divided into time intervals of fixed duration (timeslots), each of which allows the transmission of a
packet and the corresponding acknowledgment. A number of
consecutive timeslots form a slotframe, which repeats periodically over time. To increase the network capacity, different
nodes are allowed to transmit simultaneously on the same
timeslot, using a different channel (multi-channel communication). Specifically, 16 different channels are available,
identified by a channel offset (an integer value in the range 015) and, hence, each cell in this two-dimensional slotframe is
identified through a couple of information, namely timeslot,
and channel offset. Finally, to mitigate the negative effects
of multi-path fading and interferences, TSCH leverages frequency hopping. A predefined frequency-hopping sequence
is shared among all the nodes in the network, so that they can
select a different operating frequency at each timeslot.
The TSCH protocol provides mechanisms to allocate and
deallocate cells to network nodes, according to a communication schedule. Among these mechanisms, the TSCH MAC
frame includes the Frame Pending (FP) flag, a bit within the
Frame Control Field, that can be used by the sending device to
signal that it has more data for the recipient. When set to one,
the FP bit indicates that the recipient should remain active in
the next timeslot and on the same channel, unless the next cell
is already allocated for other purposes.
While TSCH provides mechanism to allocate/deallocate
cells, it does not specify how cells are allocated to nodes
for communication. To this purpose, the 6TiSCH architecture
includes the 6TiSCH Operation (6top) sublayer that provides
the abstraction of IP link over TSCH, by managing the allocation of cells to nodes in such a way to meet the application
requirements.
Above the 6top layer, the 6LoWPAN adaptation protocol is responsible for encapsulating IPv6 datagrams into
TSCH frames, while the IPv6 Routing Protocol for LowPower and Lossy Networks (RPL) ensures multi-hop transfer
of IPv6 datagrams. RPL organizes the network nodes in
a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG),
where every node selects a neighbor, called preferred parent,
as the candidate neighbor for upstream data delivery. The
DODAG is rooted at a single node, the root node, that is
typically the collector of the network to which upstream data
is directed. Although RPL is optimized for upstream data
delivery, downstream data delivery from the root to the others
nodes is also supported. Finally, the end-to-end delivery of
data packets originated by the application is managed by the
UDP protocol.
The 6top sublayer is a crucial part of the 6TiSCH architecture, as it determines the schedule used by nodes for
communication. It consists of two main components, namely
VOLUME 8, 2020

a Scheduling Function (SF) to calculate the number of cells
to allocate, depending on the current conditions, and the 6top
(6P) protocol to negotiate the required cells with neighbor
nodes. The main SFs for 6TiSCH will be discussed in the
next Section. We provide below a brief description of the 6P
negotiation protocol.
6P [16] defines the operations and messages to implement a complete negotiation between two nodes (6P transaction). A 6P transaction consists of a Request followed by
a Response. The Request message includes a code to specify
the requested action, namely, ADD (to request a new allocation), DELETE (to cancel an existing allocation), or CLEAR
(to reset the current negotiation). Similarly, the Response
message includes a SUCCESS or ERROR code, to notify a
successful or failed transaction, respectively.
Typically, a requesting node (node A) sends an ADD
request to the corresponding node (node B), specifying
the number of cells to allocate and a list of free cells,
and node B replies with a SUCCESS response containing
the list of allocated cells. However, a transaction may be
unsuccessful, e.g., when node B cannot fulfill the request.
If a Request/Response message gets lost or corrupted,
the Request message is retransmitted after a predefined timeout (6P Timeout). Finally, when a mismatch is detected by
node B (e.g., due to a lost Response message), it replies with
an ERROR message that forces node A to send a CLEAR
message and reset the schedule (both nodes cancels all the
allocated cells). Then, node A has to start over the allocation
process.
III. SCHEDULING FUNCTIONS

In this section, we first provide a classification of the main
SFs proposed in the literature and discuss the related work.
Then, we will focus on the three SFs considered in our study.
A. CLASSIFICATION AND RELATED WORK

A significant number of SFs for 6TiSCH networks have been
proposed to cope with the requirements of different use cases.
They can be broadly classified according to the paradigms
considered by the 6TiSCH WG [19], namely, centralized, distributed, autonomous (or static), and hop-by-hop scheduling.
In addition, there are also hybrid solutions that combine some
of the previous approaches.
Centralized scheduling leverages a central entity, referred
to as Point Coordination Element (PCE), that collects information about the network topology and traffic patterns and,
based on those, computes the communication schedule [3]–
[5]. Centralized SFs provide optimal schedule but require
a high communication overhead. Moreover, they are unable
to adapt to time-varying traffic and network conditions and,
hence, unsuitable to large or dynamic networks.
In distributed scheduling [7]–[10], [20], nodes negotiate
the allocation of TSCH cells with their neighbors, using the
6P protocol, and adapt the number of allocated cells, depending on traffic and network conditions. The communication
schedule is typically non-optimal, however this approach is
158245
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very suitable to large-scale and/or dynamic networks. Among
distributed SFs, OTF [11] was originally considered by the
6TiSCH WG for standardization as the reference SF. However, OTF has a number of limitations in estimating the
number of cells required by the application, as well as in managing congestion (e.g., originated by changes in the preferred
parent). These limitations are overcome by E-OTF [7], [17],
an enhanced version of OTF.
The main drawback of distributed scheduling is the
overhead due to 6P transactions. To avoid this overhead,
autonomous scheduling [18] was introduced, where nodes
allocate cells autonomously (i.e., without negotiation), using
a hash function applied to nodes’ addresses. More specifically, Orchestra [12] leverages a node-based approach that
can follow two different allocation styles, namely, receiverbased and sender-based. In receiver-based scheduling, each
node allocates one cell per slotframe to receive packets from
all its neighbors, while in sender-based scheduling each node
has only one cell per slotframe to send packets to all its neighbors. Orchestra is currently the default SF used in the ContikiNG operating system. ALICE (Autonomous Link-based Cell
Scheduling) [13] replaces the node-based allocation scheme
used in Orchestra with a link-based scheme, where each node
allocates a cell per slotframe for each unidirectional link.
By allocating more cells per slotframe than Orchestra, ALICE
exhibits better performance, in terms of packet delivery ratio
and latency in almost all scenarios [18].
Autonomous scheduling is basically static and, hence,
unable to manage unpredictable changes in traffic conditions.
To overcome this limitation, in TESLA [14] each node monitors its traffic load and changes the size of the slotframe
according to the traffic rate. The cost to pay for adaptation
consists in the overhead due to control information to be
exchanged (i.e., the new slotframe size in TESLA). Basically,
adaptive autonomous SFs take a hybrid approach that combines autonomous and distributed scheduling.
Similarly, the Minimal Scheduling Function (MSF) [6],
currently under standardization by the 6TiSCH WG as the reference SF, combines autonomous and distributed scheduling.
More specifically, nodes use both autonomous and negotiated
cells. Autonomous cells provide a basic amount of bandwidth
for control messages and are allocated using a hash function
on node addresses (i.e., without negotiation). Instead, negotiated cells are allocated and deallocated dynamically, based
on the level of utilization, through the 6P protocol.
Distributed and autonomous approaches have most
attracted the attention of the research community, in the last
years. Basically, autonomous scheduling reduces the control
overhead, while distributed scheduling allows adaptation to
traffic changes. Finally, hybrid approaches try to get the best
from both. Many performance evaluations have been carried
out so far; however, these studies typically compare similar
solutions. A direct comparison of distributed and autonomous
approaches that emphasizes pros and cons of each of them
is still missing. In this article, we compare three different
SFs that take different approaches. Specifically, we consider
158246

ALICE [13] as autonomous SF, E-OTF [7] as fully distributed
SF, and MSF [6] as hybrid SF, and analyze their performance
in four different scenarios. Since ALICE is static (while
E-OTF and MSF are adaptive to traffic changes), we also
consider ALICE with the Frame Pending option enabled,
which makes it adaptive to traffic changes. In the following,
we present a brief presentation of the three considered SFs.
B. ALICE

The key feature of autonomous scheduling is the lack of
control overhead in computing the communication schedule,
since cells are allocated autonomously by nodes. Indeed,
nodes only exploit information made available by the routing layer and a hash function to allocate cells, without
any explicit neighbor-to-neighbor negotiation. By exploiting routing information, autonomous SFs guarantee that
the schedule remains consistent with the network topology,
despite of topology changes.
ALICE [13] was proposed to enhance Orchestra [12], especially in large and/or dense networks. ALICE replaces the
node-based allocation scheme used in Orchestra with a linkbased scheme, where each node allocates a single cell per
slotframe for every directional link it is involved in. Specifically, a generic node allocates one receiving cell for each of its
child nodes and one additional cell for transmissions towards
its parent node. By allocating more cells per slotframe than
Orchestra, ALICE provides better performance, in terms of
end-to-end reliability and latency, especially when the traffic
rate increases over a certain threshold.
In ALICE, each node allocates cells autonomously,
by computing the corresponding timeslot and channel offset
in the two-dimensional slotframe, using a hash function with
the following parameters:
•
•
•

node ID of itself and of its parent/child nodes;
direction of the communication link (i.e., upstream or
downstream)
slotframe length.

Since the hash-based allocation may result in collisions
(i.e., the same cell used by different nodes), the allocation is
recomputed by each node at every slotframe. This reduces the
negative effects of collisions. Indeed, it was shown in [18] that
the cell reallocation improves the performance with respect
to the worst-case behavior, while its impact on the average
performance is negligible.
From the above description, it clearly emerges that in
ALICE the number of allocated cells only depends on the
current number of links a node is involved in, while it does
not take into consideration the real amount of traffic managed
by that node. Hence, ALICE is unable to adapt to unpredictable changes in the traffic pattern (while E-OTF and MSF
are adaptive). To allow ALICE to adapt to traffic changes,
we exploited the FP mechanism provided by the underlying
TSCH protocol [2] that allows the sending node to signal that
it has more data to send (see Section II). Using this very simple mechanism, a node can transmit more data packets than
VOLUME 8, 2020
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the number of scheduled cells, thus facing temporary traffic
peaks. More important, these additional cells are obtained
without negotiation and, hence, with no overhead (the FP bit
is piggybacked in the TSCH frame).
C. E-OTF

Unlike ALICE, E-OTF [7] takes a fully distributed approach
in allocating cells, and relies on 6P for neighbor-to-neighbor
negotiation. Basically, for each couple of nodes involved
in a parent-child relationship, E-OTF monitors the (locally
generated and forwarding) traffic towards the parent node
and estimates the number of cells required to manage
it. Consequently, it determines the number of cells to be
added or removed to the current allocation, and triggers the
6P protocol to allocate/deallocate cells, accordingly. In order
to reduce the continuous allocation and deallocation of cells,
the algorithm includes a hysteresis mechanism that usually
results in overprovisioning.
However, estimating the number of required cells only
basing on the observed traffic - without considering other
factors, such as link quality fluctuations, failures of 6P transactions, temporary disconnections, changes in the preferred
parent - may result in significant underestimation of the
number of required cells and, consequently, in performance
degradation. To prevent bandwidth underestimation, E-OTF
explicitly considers the Expected Transmission Count (ETX)
[21] of the link when computing the required number of
cells. In addition, E-OTF introduces a congestion mechanism
that is enabled when the local queue size increases over a
predefined threshold β. This allows the node to avoid local
congestion, or recover from it in a short time. Specifically,
a congestion bonus B is used to overprovision the congested
node and allows it to transmit the buffered packets more
rapidly. Finally, E-OTF monitors the cell utilization U , so as
to release the extra-cells cells, acquired during a congestion
phase, if they are not necessary anymore.
The detailed E-OTF scheduling algorithm is illustrated
in Algorithm 1. The number of cells to be negotiated is
determined using the following information: Sc (number of
currently scheduled cells), Rc (number of required cells, estimated on the packet generation period (P) and ETX), and T
(hysteresis quantum). Whenever the local buffer size exceeds
the congestion threshold β, the congested mechanism is
enabled, which implies the allocation of the congestion bonus
B to the node at each iteration (line 2). By comparing Rc
and Sc , the algorithm computes the number of cells to be
added or removed, also considering the hysteresis quantum
T (lines 4 and 7). When cells need to be removed (line 5),
if the congestion mechanism B is enabled and the Utilization
U is higher than α, only the B cells acquired as bonus are
removed (line 6).
E-OTF can operate in different application domains. However, it is mainly targeted to data collection applications,
where most of the traffic flows from networks nodes to the
root of the DODAG, while downward traffic is assumed to
be sporadic. Hence, this SF is optimized for upward traffic.
VOLUME 8, 2020

Algorithm 1: E-OTF Algorithm
Input:
P = Packet generation period
Sc = Number of scheduled cells
Rc = Number of required cells
T = Hysteresis Quantum
B = Congestion Bonus (CB)
Q = Average Queue Occupancy
U = Average Cell Utilization
ETX = Estimated Transmission Count
Output:
1S = Number of cells to add/delete
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rc = Rc (P, ETX )
if Q > β then 1S = B
⇒ ADD CB
if Rc > Sc then
1S+ = Rc − Sc + dT /2e ⇒ ADD CELLS
else if Rc < Sc − T then
if U > α then 1S = B
⇒ REMOVE CB
else 1S = Sc − Rc − bT /2c ⇒ DEL CELLS
else 1S = 0
⇒ DO NOTHING

Downward traffic is managed by allocating a number of
shared cells per slotframe that can be used by all the nodes,
to send data to their children, on a contention basis.
D. MSF

The 6TiSCH Minimal Scheduling Function (MSF) [6] takes
a hybrid approach, as it combines autonomous and distributed scheduling and allocates both autonomous and negotiated cells. Autonomous cells are allocated autonomously
(i.e., without neighbor-to-neighbor negotiation), using a hash
function to compute their timeslot and channel offset, and
are used for control information. Instead, negotiated cells are
allocated (and deallocated) through the 6P protocol and allow
to adapt to time-varying traffic conditions.
MSF allocates two autonomous cells at each node, namely,
an Autonomous Rx Cell (AutoRxCell) and an Autonomous
Tx Cell (AutoTxCell). The AutoRxCell is used for receiving
control messages and is permanently allocated at joining
time, while the AutoTxCell is allocated only after the node
has selected its parent node and changes when a new parent
node is chosen. In addition, it is shared with all the other
children of the same parent. Finally, it is not permanently
scheduled, but added when there is a control message to send,
and deleted just after.
Negotiated cells are allocated and deallocated dynamically, based on traffic requirements, following a utilizationbased approach. Initially, each node negotiates a single
cell with its parent node. Then, MSF periodically (every
NUM_MAX_CELLS) checks the utilization of the node,
defined as the percentage of used cells with respect to scheduled cells. The algorithm considers two thresholds to decide
when to add, or remove, a new cell. As shown in Algorithm 2,
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Algorithm 2: MSF Algorithm
Input:
NCE = Number of elapsed negotiated cells
MAX_NUMCELLS = Max number of elapsed
negotiated cells
NCU = Number of negotiated cells used for
transmission
LIM_NUMCELLSUSED_HIGH = Threshold to
add negotiated cell
LIM_NUMCELLSUSED_LOW = Threshold to
delete negotiated cell
Output:
ADD/DEL one negotiated cell
1
2
3
4
5

if NCE > MAX_NUMCELLS then
if NCU > LIM_NUMCELLSUSED_HIGH then
trigger 6P to ADD one negotiated cell
if NCU < LIM_NUMCELLSUSED_LOW then
trigger 6P to DEL one negotiated cell

if the cell utilization is higher than the upper threshold, one
more cell is negotiated with the parent node. Instead, if the
utilization falls below the lower threshold, one cell is deleted
from the current schedule.
MSF is designed to operate in a wide range of application
domains. However, like E-OTF, it is optimized for applications with regular upstream traffic from the nodes to the
root [6]. Downward traffic is assumed to be sporadic and
its management is not specified. In the implementation used
for our experiments, downward traffic is managed through
shared cells, as in E-OTF.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the methodology used in our evaluation. To compare the performance of the selected SFs in a
large variety of scenarios, we used a mixed approach based
on both simulations and experimental measurements. Simulation allows us to analyze the performance of the considered
SFs in a large number of scenarios and investigate the impact
on performance of different factors, such as slotframe length,
network size, traffic pattern, traffic rate, and so on. This would
be very difficult, if not unfeasible, using a testbed. However,
since simulation is not able to capture all the aspects of a real
deployment, we also repeated a limited set of experiments
on a testbed. The purpose of this experimental analysis is
twofold. We want to validate our simulation results and,
in addition, to investigate how the considered SFs perform
in a real environment.
To carry out our analysis, we implemented the three
selected SFs in the Contiki-NG Operating System (OS),1 a
popular OS for sensor networks that run on a wide range of
sensor platforms. Contiki-NG already supports the 6TiSCH
1 https://github.com/contiki-ng/contiki-ng.Accessed:08-04-2020
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basic operations, which simplifies the implementation of the
SFs. Specifically, for our simulations we exploited Cooja
[22], a simulator for sensor networks that is part of the
Contiki-NG suite. It supports the emulation of hardware components of sensor nodes on which the same code written
for real devices can be run. Instead, for real experiments,
we leveraged the PINT testbed, an IoT testbed deployed
in a two-floor building of our Department, at the University of Pisa. It is composed of 22 sensor nodes, each of
which equipped with a Zolertia REMote,2 characterized by
ARM Cortex-M3 micro-controller at 32 Mhz, 32KB of RAM,
and CC2538 wireless transceiver that implements the IEEE
802.15.4 standard at 2.4 GhZ. In all the (simulation and real)
experiments, we used the RPL routing protocol with default
parameters to allow multi-hop communication.
In our analysis, we mainly considered the following metrics.
• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), defined as the ratio
between the overall number of data packets received
by the final destination and the number of packets sent
by all the nodes. It measures the end-to-end reliability
provided by the SF.
• End-to-end Latency, defined as the time interval
between the generation of a data packet at the source
node and its correct reception at the final destination.
This metric measures the timeliness of the SF in managing data collection.
• Duty Cycle, defined as the ratio between the number of
cells in which a node remains awake to receive/transmit
a data packet and the slotframe length. This metric provides an indirect measurement of the energy consumption of the node. It also takes into consideration the
negotiation overhead required by a specific SF, as 6P
messages require additional cells, with respect to data
packets, during which nodes must remain active.
In some experiments we also measured the queue size,
i.e., the number of data packets stored in the local buffer of
the node, waiting for transmission. This gives an indication
of possible congestion experienced by the node.
In our analysis, we considered four different scenarios,
characterized by different communication paradigms (manyto-one, one-to-many, many-to-many) and traffic patterns
(periodic or bursty), so as to investigate different use cases.
Specifically, in the first two scenarios we considered the case
where all the nodes send their data packets to the root (manyto-one communication). They both refer to data collection
applications (e.g., monitoring applications), but differ in the
traffic generation pattern. In the first scenario nodes generate
and report data periodically, as in environmental monitoring
applications. In the second scenario, the traffic pattern is
bursty, i.e., nodes occasionally send a burst of data packets,
while for the rest of the time they remain idle. This scenario
is representative of event-driven applications (e.g., an alert
2 https://github.com/Zolertia/Resources/wiki/RE-Mote.Accessed:08-042020
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system), in which the detection of a certain event triggers
the generation of a number of data packets (e.g., an image
taken from a camera). In the third scenario we considered
the case where the root sends packets to all (or many) nodes
in the network (one-to-many communication). This happens,
for instance, when the root needs to send commands/updates
to sensor or actuator nodes. Finally, in the last scenario we
considered the case of one-to-one communication, where a
device (e.g., a sensor) sends a flow of data packets to another
device (e.g., an actuator). This occurs in all those applications
(e.g. industrial instrumentation) that require a direct communication between devices, i.e. Machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication.

FIGURE 2. Example of a 4 × 4 grid topology with average Packet Delivery
Probabilities.

In our study, we investigated the scalability of the considered SFs, with respect to different factors, such as number of
nodes and traffic rate. We also studied the impact of some
TSCH parameters. Specifically, we considered the effect of
varying the slotframe length S. In addition, as anticipated,
we investigated the impact of the TSCH Frame Pending bit,
especially on the performance of ALICE.
Both simulation and real experiments were run for a fixed
period of time, namely, 1 hour for simulations and 45 minutes
for experiments on the testbed. Nodes are programmed to
start the generation of traffic after 4 minutes from the beginning of the experiment. This is to allow the network formation
phase (DODAG formation) that may take up to some minutes.
In order to obtain statistically sound results, we performed
10 independent replicas for each simulation experiment and
5 different replicas for each experiment on the testbed. For
each metric, the average value, computed over all the replicas,
is reported in the plots below. When significant, the 95%
confidence level is also shown.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the results obtained with our
simulation experiments. To this end, we refer to the network depicted in Figure 2, namely a grid topology with a
number of nodes (N ) distant 33m from each other. To make
the communication channel realistic, each link is modeled
VOLUME 8, 2020

TABLE 1. Simulation Setting and Parameters.

through the Multi-path Ray-tracer Medium (MRM) model
[22]. MRM implements ray-tracing techniques with various
propagation effects (e.g., multi-path, refraction, diffraction,
etc.), and associates a Packet Delivery Probability (PDP) to
each link, which changes over time due to propagation effects
and concurrent transmissions. The average PDP for different
kind of links is shown in Figure 2. Each node is configured to
send UDP data packets with a certain generation period (P).
All the parameter settings used in the simulation experiments
are shown in Table 1.
In the following, we first discuss the simulation results
obtained in the scenarios characterized by many-to-one communication with both periodic traffic (Section V-A) and
bursty traffic (Section V-B). Then, we consider the scenarios
with one-to-many communication (Section V-C) and one-toone communication (Section V-D).
A. MANY-TO-ONE COMMUNICATION WITH PERIODIC
TRAFFIC

In this scenario, each node in the network generates UDP
packets of fixed size (60 bytes), destined to the root node,
with a constant period P. For brevity, this traffic pattern will
be referred to as CBR (Constant Bit Rate).
We start our performance comparison by analyzing the
scalability of the SFs with the network size. To this end,
we vary the number of nodes N in the network from 16 to 64.
In this first set of experiments, the packet generation period
(P) is constant and equal to 5s. In a second set of experiments,
described later, we will investigate the scalability with the
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FIGURE 3. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR Traffic. Packet generation period (P): 5s.

FIGURE 4. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR Traffic.
Packet generation period (P): 5s.

traffic rate by changing the P value, while keeping the number
of nodes constant.
Figure 3 shows the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) provided
by the three considered SFs, as a function of the network
size, for different lengths of the slotframe (namely, S =
17, 29, 47). The general trend is the same for all the considered S values. As expected, when the number of nodes
grows up, the PDR tends to decrease. However, this decrease
is very remarkable with ALICE, while it is only light, or even
negligible, for MSF and E-OTF. This is because in ALICE,
the number of cells (per slotframe) allocated to a node is
constant, and only depends on the number of links managed
by the node. If the number of (source) nodes in the network
increases, the overall traffic to manage increases accordingly,
and ALICE (unlike MSF and E-OTF) is unable to adapt.
Figure 3 also shows that, for a given network size, the PDR
provided by ALICE is strongly influenced by the slotframe
length, while both MSF and E-OTF are not very sensitive to
this parameter. The reason is the same as above. In ALICE,
the number of scheduled cells per slotframe is constant.
Hence, if the slotframe length increases, the allocated band158250

width (measured in cells per second) decreases accordingly.
With 64 nodes, the PDR provided by ALICE reduces from
about 62% to 31%, when S passes from 17 to 47.

FIGURE 5. Queue occupancy of node 10 in the 8 × 8 grid topology for
E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Packet
generation period (P): 5s. Slotframe length (S): 29.

Figure 4 reports the 95th percentile of the end-to-end
latency, as a function of the network size, for the three
considered S values. The trend is the same as above: the
latency increases with the network size, as expected; however,
the increase is dramatic with ALICE (up to 40 seconds),
while it is limited for MSF and E-OTF (less than 5 seconds).
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FIGURE 6. Duty cycle of the most loaded node for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE (Node 6 for N=16, node 7 for N=25, node 9 for for
N=49 and node 10 for N=64). Many-to-One Communication, CBR Traffic. Packet generation period (P): 5s.

Again, the performance of ALICE is highly influenced by the
slotframe length, for the same reasons exposed above.
To better understand the different behavior of ALICE, with
respect to E-OTF and MSF, we looked at the local queue
at nodes. Figure 5 shows the queue length, as a function
of time, for the most loaded node in the network, namely,
node 10 in the 8 × 8 grid topology. We considered this node
because it is located at one hop from the root node and in
a central position with respect to the other nodes. Hence,
it has to forward the data packets originated by all the other
nodes in its subtree, which is the biggest in comparison with
the other subtrees rooted at its neighbors. The data reported
in Figure 5 comes from a single simulation run, with packet
generation period of 5 seconds and slotframe length set to
29. We observe that, after the nodes start sending data (i.e.,
at around minute 4), with ALICE the queue occupancy tends
to grow up and, then, stabilizes in the range of 10-15 packets.
This results in increased delay experienced by packets and,
possibly, packet dropping. Hence, the low reliability and high
end-to-end latency observed in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. On the other hand, with E-OTF and MSF, the queue
size oscillates over time but remains under control and never
reaches very high values, due to their capability to adapt to
traffic conditions. It may be worthwhile observing here that
E-OTF experiences a lower average queue than MSF, thanks
to its congestion bonus.
The cost to pay for the better performance of E-OTF
and MSF, with respect to ALICE, is the higher duty cycle,
as shown in Figure 6. This is because ALICE allocates a fixed
number of cells (per slotframe), while MSF and E-OTF adjust
the number of cells to traffic conditions. This also explains
why the duty cycle of ALICE does not depend on the number
of network nodes. In addition, ALICE does not introduce
any negotiation overhead. Instead, the duty cycle of MSF
and E-OTF also includes the contribution of 6P messages for
cell negotiation. E-OTF typically has a larger duty-cycle than
MSF because it allocates more cells (due to the congestion
bonus).
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So far, we have compared the performance of the considered SFs with increasing network sizes. In order to assess
the scalability with respect to the traffic rate, we carried out
an additional set of simulation experiments, where we varied
the packet generation period P, while keeping constant the
number of nodes (N = 25) and the slotframe length (S = 29).
The considered network size is the largest one for which
ALICE exhibits acceptable reliability in Figure 3.

FIGURE 7. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication,
CBR Traffic. Slotframe length (S): 29, N = 25.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the delivery ratio and 95th percentile of end-to-end latency, respectively. ALICE exhibits a
performance similar to MSF and E-OTF as long as the traffic
rate remains below a certain threshold (i.e., 1 packet every
5 seconds, in our experiments). When the traffic rate is high,
the performance of ALICE drops dramatically, because of its
static allocation, while E-OTF and MSF do not experience
significant variations, thanks to their ability to adapt to traffic
conditions. In terms of duty cycle (Figure 9), ALICE has
the lowest value, which is not influenced by the traffic rate,
as expected. MSF and OTF experience a higher duty cycle,
especially under high traffic conditions, as they allocate more
cells and due to the negotiation overhead (6P messages).
E-OTF is the SFs with the highest duty cycle.
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FIGURE 8. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and
ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR Traffic. Slotframe length (S): 29,
N = 25.

FIGURE 11. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and
ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, Bursty traffic. Slotframe length (S):
29.

FIGURE 12. Queue occupancy of node 10 in the 8 × 8 grid topology for
E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, Bursty traffic.
Slotframe length (S): 29.

FIGURE 9. Duty cycle of the most loaded node (node 7) for E-OTF, MSF
and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR Traffic. Slotframe length
(S): 29, N = 25.

FIGURE 13. Duty cycle of the most loaded node for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE
(Node 6 for N = 16, node 7 for N = 25, node 9 for for N = 49 and node
10 for N = 64). Many-to-One Communication, Bursty traffic. Slotframe
length: 29.

FIGURE 10. PDR for E-OTF, MSF, and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication,
Bursty traffic. Slotframe length (S): 29.

B. MANY-TO-ONE COMMUNICATION WITH BURSTY
TRAFFIC

In this Section, we present the results obtained in the scenario
with many-to-one communication and bursty traffic, which is
representative of event-driven monitoring applications. The
goal is to assess the performance of the considered SFs in a
case when nodes alternate between idle periods and periods
with high traffic intensity. More specifically, each node in the
network alternate between OFF periods, when no packet is
158252

generated, and ON periods, during which 100 UDP packets,
of fixed size (60 bytes), are generated and sent to the root
node with a period of 0.5 seconds. After sending the last
UDP packet the node stops, until the beginning of the next
ON period. The duration of OFF periods is a random variable
with uniform distribution between 1 and 20 minutes. In all the
experiments, we considered a network with increasing size
(from 16 to 64 nodes), but a fixed sloftrame length (S = 29).
Figure 10 shows the packet delivery ratio. The general
trend is the same as the one observed in the scenario with
CBR traffic (see Figure 3), i.e., the performance of ALICE
decreases when the network size increases, while MSF and
E-OTF are not influenced significantly by this parameter.
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FIGURE 14. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. One-to-Many Communication, Downward traffic. Packet generation period (P):
30s.

However, if we compare the results in Figure 10 with those
in Figure 3, we can see that, with bursty traffic, ALICE
provides a lower delivery ratio. This is because, when the
traffic pattern is bursty, it may happen that multiple nodes
are simultaneously in their ON period and, consequently,
a high traffic intensity is generated. Since ALICE relies on
a static allocation, it is unable to cope efficiently with such
a situation. Instead, both E-OTF and MSF can temporarily
increase the number of allocated cells, thus reducing the
likelihood of buffer overflow to occur.
This conclusion is also confirmed by the queue level, over
time, shown in Figure 12 (for node 10 in the 8 × 8 grid
topology). With ALICE, the number of packets buffered in
the local queue is very often close to the maximum value.
Instead, with both E-OTF and MSF the queue is always
under control. We also observe that E-OTF has, on average,
a lower queue occupancy than MSF. This justifies the better
performance exhibited by E-OTF, with respect to MSF, in the
scenario with bursty traffic, in terms of both delivery ratio
(Figure 10) and, above all, end-to-end latency (Figure 11).
More specifically, Figure 11 shows that, even with a small
network size (16 nodes), the 95th percentile of the end-to-end
latency introduced by ALICE is beyond 10 second. Moreover, it increases very sharply with the network size. Instead,
the delay introduced by E-OTF is always in the order of 13 seconds.
In terms of duty cycle (Figure 13), we can see the same
trend already observed in the previous scenario with CBR
traffic, with E-OTF exhibiting the highest value. However,
with bursty traffic, the gap between E-OTF and MSF is
reduced and the higher duty cycle experienced by E-OTF is
justified by its better performance, in terms of delivery ratio
and, above all, end-to-end latency.
The conclusion we can draw from the previous results is
that ALICE is unable to manage (many-to-one) scenarios
with bursty traffic conditions. Among adaptive SFs, E-OTF
is more suitable than MSF, as it is able to react more quickly
to changing traffic conditions.
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C. ONE-TO-MANY COMMUNICATION

In the previous sections we have analyzed the performance of
the considered SFs when the traffic flows upward, i.e., from
nodes to the root. In this section we want to investigate the
case when the traffic flows downward, i.e., from the root to
nodes. This is not so frequent in IoT environments. However,
for sure it happens when the root needs to send a command
to sensors (e.g., updated parameter values, configuration
changes, etc.) or actuators (e.g., actions to be performed).
In our experiments, we assumed that the root sends UDP
packets of fixed size (60 bytes) to nodes in the network,
with a certain period P. As above, we considered a network
with increasing size (from 16 to 64 nodes) and three different
lengths of the slotframe (S = 17, 29, 47).
In the first set of experiments we assumed that the packet
generation period is large (e.g., 1 minute) and each packet
is directed to a single destination, randomly selected among
all nodes, so as to simulate the case of sporadic downward
traffic. Under such conditions, we observed that all the considered SFs perform well, irrespective of the network size and
slotframe length. For instance, in the worst case (i.e., with
N = 64 and S = 47) we obtained a PDR of approximately
95% for all the considered SF, and an end-to-end latency of
approximately 35s for MSF and E-OTF, and about 3s for
ALICE.
To analyze the impact of the downward traffic on the
performance of the SFs, we increased the amount of traffic
injected into the network, by decreasing the packet generation period (P) at the root and/or increasing the number of
destinations the packet is directed to. Figure 14 and Figure 15
show the PDR and the 95th percentile of end-to-end latency,
respectively, when P is 30s and different copies of the packet
are destined to all the nodes in the network. This corresponds
to a very high aggregate downward traffic and allows to
understand the behavior of each SF in extreme conditions.
We can observe that, for all the considered SFs, the performance degrades as the network size and/or slotframe
length increases, as expected. However, unlike the previous
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FIGURE 15. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. One-to-Many Communication, Downward
traffic. Packet generation period (P): 30s.

FIGURE 16. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. One-to-One Communication, device-to-device traffic. Packet generation period
(P): 30s.

scenarios with upward traffic, now the performance degradation is moderate for ALICE and very remarkable for MSF
and E-OTF. Specifically, MSF and E-OTF exhibit a very
low delivery ratio when the aggregate traffic load is high,
i.e., for large network size and/or slotframe length. This is
because both MSF and E-OTF are optimized for upward
traffic and, in our implementation, they manage downward
traffic by allocating a number of shared cells per slotframe
that can be used by all the nodes, on a contention basis.
For high traffic loads, this results in a very large number
of collisions and, hence, high latency and packet dropping,
as reflected in Figure 15 and Figure 14, respectively. Instead,
with ALICE each node allocates one cell for each link
it has with a neighbor and, hence, it leverages dedicated
cells (instead of shared cells) also for managing downward
traffic.
The conclusion we can draw from the previous results is
that, even though downward traffic is less frequent in IoT
environments, ALICE is able to manage this kind of traffic
much more efficiently than MSF and E-OTF.
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D. ONE-TO-ONE COMMUNICATION

In this final scenario we consider the case of device-todevice communication. This is a very common scenario in
IIoT environments, where the source device may be a sensor
sending a data packet to an actuator. In this scenario, the path
followed by a packet includes both an upward component and
a downward component. A packet sent by a source device is
forwarded upward, along the RPL DODAG, until it reaches
the root of the subtree including the destination node. Then,
it is forwarded downward to the destination node, again following the DODAG.
In our experiments, we assumed from four up to eight
device-to-device simultaneous communications (depending
on the network size considered), with source and destination
nodes located at opposite locations in the grid, so that packets
have to travel upward from the source to the root and, then,
downward from the root to the destination. For instance, with
reference to the 4 × 4 grid shown in Figure 2, nodes 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are the source nodes, while nodes 13, 14, 15 and 16 are
the corresponding destinations. Each source node generates a
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 17. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. One-to-One Communication,
device-to-device traffic. Packet generation period (P): 30s.

FIGURE 18. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Frame Pending enabled. Packet
generation period (P): 5s.

FIGURE 19. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic.
Frame Pending enabled. Packet generation period (P): 5s.

periodic flow of UDP packets, of fixed size (60 bytes), with
a period P of 30s. As in the previous scenarios, we consider
VOLUME 8, 2020

increasing network sizes (from 16 to 64) and different slotframe lengths (17, 29, and 47).
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Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the delivery ratio and the 95th
percentile of end-to-end latency, respectively. In this scenario,
all three considered SFs exhibit similar performance, both in
terms delivery ratio and end-to-end latency, except when the
number of nodes in the network is high (e.g., 64). In such
a case, ALICE outperforms significantly both MSF and EOTF. The delivery ratio is also influenced by the slotframe
length, as a larger slotframe implies a lower number of cells
available for transmissions, per time unit. In terms of end-toend latency, the gap between ALICE and the other two SFs is
even more apparent. These results can be easily interpreted,
on the basis of the results presented in Section V-A and V-C,
if we observe that, in this scenario, there is a mix of (periodic) upward and downward traffic. The low performance
exhibited by MSF and E-OTF when the aggregate offered
load increases, is due to the their inefficient management of
downward traffic.

FIGURE 20. Queue occupancy of node 10 in the 8 × 8 grid topology.
Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Frame Pending enabled. Packet
generation period (P): 5s. Slotframe length(S):29.

VI. INFLUENCE OF THE FRAME PENDING OPTION

In this Section, we evaluate the impact of using the Frame
Pending (FP) option made available by the underlying TSCH
protocol. This option is mainly beneficial to ALICE, as it
provides a simple mechanism to adapt to traffic conditions
without any negotiation overhead, which is in accordance
with the philosophy of autonomous scheduling. However,
since the FP option is a MAC layer mechanism, in the following experiments we will investigate its impact also on EOTF and MSF. As above, we consider first scenarios with
Many-to-One (i.e., upward) communication (with both CBR
and bursty traffic), and then scenarios with One-to-Many (i.e.,
downward) and One-to-One (i.e., upward and downward)
communication.
In the first scenario (upward CBR traffic), we consider
the same parameter values used in Section V-A, in order to
compare the results obtained with FP option enabled and
disabled. Hence, we assume that the packet generation period
is equal to 5 seconds, and S = 17, 29, and 47. Figure 18 shows
the packet delivery ratio for the three SFs, as a function of the
network size, when the FP mechanism is enabled. Through
a direct comparison with Figure 3, we can observe that the
impact of FP on E-OTF and MSF is negligible and, in some
cases, slightly negative (e.g., when S = 29, with a large
number of nodes). Instead, the behavior of ALICE is a little
bit more complex: the delivery ratio increases significantly
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when the slotframe is long enough (S = 29 and 47), while
it tends to decrease when the slotframe is short (S = 17).
In the former case, the improvement is due to the extra cells
made available by the FP mechanism. This allows a node
to achieve more bandwidth every time a backlog of packets
occurs. This behavior is also confirmed by the analysis of the
queue size over time. By comparing Figure 20 with Figure 5,
we can see that the queue size with ALICE is now very low.
Instead, both MSF and E-OTF exhibit a larger average queue,
when using the FP option. This is because the FP mechanism,
by allowing the transmission of packets on non-scheduled
cells, may interfere with the basic adaptation mechanism
(e.g., reducing the utilization and triggering the deallocation
of some cells). Hence, the slight decrease in the delivery ratio
of both MSF and E-OTF observed in some cases.
The different behavior of ALICE when S = 17 (with
respect to S = 29 and 47), is due to the increased number of
collisions caused by the additional transmissions made possible by the FP mechanism. Since the additional transmission of
a node is performed in the next timeslot (using the same channel offset), if the corresponding cell is used simultaneously by
a neighbor node, a collision occurs. Of course, the shorter the
slotframe length, the higher the collision probability.
In terms of end-to-end latency, the benefit of using the FP
option for ALICE is even much more apparent. From Figure 19, it emerges that ALICE still exhibits the largest delay,
compared with E-OTF and MSF. However, if we compare
these results with those in Figure 4 (with FP disabled), we can
observe a dramatic decrease in the end-to-end latency of
ALICE (from about 40 seconds to approximately 7 seconds,
when N = 64 and S = 47). As above, MSF and E-OTF are
not influenced in a significant way.
Finally, in terms of duty cycle (Figure 21), ALICE still
exhibits the lowest value. However, as expected, the FP option
increases the duty cycle and reduces the gap with respect to
E-OTF and MSF.
We now analyze the scenario with upward bursty traffic.
Figure 22 and Figure 23, show the delivery ratio and the
95th percentile of the end-to-end latency, respectively, in this
scenario. A comparison with Figure 10 and Figure 11, allows
us to observe that the FP option is now beneficial to all the
considered SFs, as it helps in managing the sudden change
in the traffic pattern of nodes. As above, ALICE is the one
the benefits the most. For instance, when the network size
is 64, the delivery ratio of ALICE increases from about
50% to more than 85%, while the end-to-end latency drops
from around 25 seconds to less than 7 seconds. Despite that,
ALICE has the worst performance also in this scenario.
The results related to the third scenario (i.e., downward
traffic) are shown in Figure 24 (delivery ratio) and Figure 25
(end-to-end latency). They must be compared with the results
in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively, obtained, under the
same conditions, with the FP disabled. As above, using the
FP option is beneficial to all the considered SFs, as they
improve their performance. However, the overall situation
remains unchanged, with ALICE outperforming both MSF
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FIGURE 21. Duty cycle of the most loaded node for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE (Node 6 for N = 16, node 7 for N = 25, node 9 for
for N = 49 and node 10 for N = 64). Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Frame Pending enabled. Packet generation
period (P): 5s.

FIGURE 22. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Many-to-One Communication,
Bursty traffic. Frame Pending enabled. Slotframe length(S): 29.

shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. A rapid comparison with
the corresponding results in Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively, allows us to confirm the same trend observed in the
previous scenarios. The FP option improves the performance
of all the three SFs (more or less), however, the overall situation remains unchanged, with ALICE outperforming both
MSF and E-OTF, especially when the network size and,
hence, the overall traffic increases.
In conclusion, the FP option is very beneficial to ALICE,
as it provides a simple adaptation mechanism, without introducing additional negotiation overhead, and extends the number of scenarios where ALICE provides acceptable performance. Instead, the same mechanism has only slight (in some
cases, even negative) effects on the performance of MSF and
E-OTF.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

FIGURE 23. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and
ALICE. Many-to-One Communication, Bursty traffic. Frame Pending
enabled. Slotframe length (S): 29.

and E-OTF. The delivery ratio provide by ALICE is now close
to 100% in all the considered configurations.
Finally, the results obtained in the scenario with deviceto-device communication (upward+downward traffic) are
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As anticipated, we also performed a set of experimental
results using the PINT testbed available at our department
(the map of node locations is shown in Figure 28), in order
to validate the previous simulation results and analyze the
performance of the considered SFs in a real environment.
Since experiments in a real testbed are more difficult to
carry out, our experimental analysis only includes a subset
of the experiments analyzed through simulation. Specifically,
we considered only the scenario with upward (periodic) traffic as it is the one for which the 6TiSCH architecture and the
SFs are optimized. The slotframe length is equal to 29, and
the Frame Pending option is enabled. The packet generation
period ranges from 0.5 to 10 seconds.
The results obtained are summarized in Figure 29 (Packet
Delivery Ratio), Figure 30 (95th percentile of the end-toend latency), and Figure 31 (duty cycle). They confirm the
previous simulation results under the same conditions (see
Figures 18, 19, 21 for comparison).
In terms of delivery ratio (Figure 29), the experimental
measurements confirm that, while E-OTF and MSF guarantee
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FIGURE 24. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Frame Pending enabled. One-to-Many Communication, Downward traffic. Packet
generation period (P): 30s.

FIGURE 25. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Frame Pending enabled. One-to-Many
Communication, Downward traffic. Packet generation period (P): 30s.

FIGURE 26. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Frame Pending Enabled Device to device traffic. Packet generation period (P): 30s.

a very high reliability with all the considered traffic rates,
ALICE (with Frame Pending bit enabled) provides a good
reliability only when the traffic rate is not so high. Similarly,
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in terms of end-to-end latency (Figure 30), ALICE exhibits
the worst performance. Finally, Figure 31 confirms that
ALICE has the lowest duty cycle among the three considered
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FIGURE 27. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. Frame Pending Enabled. Device to Device
traffic. Packet generation period (P): 30s.

SFs, as it allocates a lower number of cells. However, at high
traffic rates, this results in low reliability and high latency,
as shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30.

FIGURE 28. PINT testbed map.

FIGURE 30. 95th Percentile of the end-to-end latency for E-OTF, MSF and
ALICE. PINT testbed. Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Slotframe
length(S): 29.

FIGURE 31. Duty cycle of node 3 for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. PINT testbed.
Many-to-One Communication, CBR traffic. Slotframe length(S): 29.
FIGURE 29. PDR for E-OTF, MSF and ALICE. PINT testbed. Many-to-One
Communication, CBR traffic. Slotframe length (S): 29.

VIII. LESSON LEARNED

The results obtained through our performance comparison,
allows us to summarize below some lessons we have learned
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about the behavior of the considered SFs, and draw a set of
guidelines for selecting the most appropriate SF and parameter setting, depending on the use case.
In scenarios characterized by many-to-one communication (i.e., upward traffic), ALICE is the optimal choice in
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networks with moderate offered load (i.e., networks with
small size and/or limited traffic rate). In these scenarios,
it provides acceptable reliability and end-to-end latency, with
low duty cycle and without negotiation overhead (which contributes to increase the network lifetime). In addition, if used
with the FP option enabled, ALICE can also moderately adapt
to unpredictable changes in the traffic pattern. However, its
performance is strongly influenced by the slotframe length
(S). This parameter must be set appropriately, in order to
reach the best compromise between latency and duty cycle.
Specifically, a short slotframe reduces the end-to-end latency
and increases the delivery ratio, at the cost of an increased
duty cycle.
When the aggregate offered load is high (e.g., due to the
large number of nodes and/or high traffic rate) E-OTF and
MSF are the only available options, as they perform very
well, in terms of both reliability and end-to-end latency. This
is especially true when the traffic and network conditions
change over time, thanks to their ability to adapt the current schedule to the new conditions. This typically comes
at the cost of a higher duty cycle. In addition, we need
to consider the overhead introduced by the 6P protocol for
negotiations.
When the traffic conditions are very dynamic, as in scenarios with (upward) bursty traffic, ALICE is not a suitable
option, while E-OTF outperforms MSF, in terms of reliability and, above all, end-to-end latency, especially when the
offered load is high [17]. This is because E-OTF is more
reactive than MSF and can adapt more rapidly to changes
in traffic and network conditions (with MSF, cells are allocated and deallocated one at a time). The drawback is an
increased duty cycle, mainly due to the larger negotiation
overhead, since E-OTF typically issues more 6P transactions
than MSF.
The situation is completely different in scenarios characterized by one-to-many communication (i.e., downward
traffic). In such a case, ALICE (possibly with FP option
enabled) is always the best option, as it is able to manage this
kind of traffic much more efficiently than MSF and E-OTF.
The latter SFs are optimized for upward traffic, as downward
traffic is not so frequent in IoT environments.
Also in scenarios characterized by a mix of upward and
downward traffic, as in device-to-device communications,
ALICE (possibly with FP option enabled) is, overall, the best
option. This can be easily understood, as this case is combination of the previous ones.
Finally, the FP option is very beneficial to ALICE,
especially in scenarios with upward traffic, as it provides
additional transmission opportunities and allows to manage
unpredictable traffic changes, thus making ALICE adaptive.
In practice, this simple mechanism extends the set of configurations where the adoption of ALICE is convenient and makes
ALICE with FP option the best candidate for many real-world
use cases. Instead, the FP mechanism does not provide any
significant improvement in the performance of MSF and EOTF, as they are intrinsically adaptive. In some cases, the FP
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option may also deteriorate their performance, as it conflicts
with the adaptation policy used by the SF.
IX. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have performed a detailed performance
comparison, based on both simulation and experiments on
a real testbed, of three Scheduling Functions (SFs) for
6TiSCH networks that take a different approach in scheduling cells for communication. Specifically, we have compared E-OTF that exploits a completely distributed approach,
ALICE that takes an autonomous approach, and MSF
that combines both autonomous and distributed scheduling.
We have evaluated the above-mentioned SFs, in four different scenarios that are representative of many real-world use
cases. We have also complemented our simulation experiments with a set of experimental measurements in a real
testbed.
Our results have shown that there is no SF that outperforms the other ones in all the considered scenarios.
Instead, different SFs exhibit pros and cons under different conditions. Hence, in Section VIII, we have provided
a set of guidelines to select the best SFs, depending on
the specific scenario and operating conditions. Moreover,
this is also the policy of the 6TiSCH WG. They are currently standardizing MSF (Minimal Scheduling Function)
as a reference SF for IIoT applications. However, multiple SFs are expected to be used in real deployments,
in order to accommodate the requirements of different use
cases.
In a nutshell, from our analysis it emerges that autonomous
scheduling, as implemented by ALICE, is the best option for
use cases characterized by downward or mixed (i.e., upward
+ downward) traffic, as it is able to manage downward traffic
more efficiently than MSF and E-OTF. The latter ones are
optimized for upward traffic, which is much more frequent in
IIoT environments.
Indeed, in scenarios characterized by upward traffic,
ALICE is the best option only when the aggregate offered
load is low or moderate, as it has no negotiation overhead. If used with the Frame Pending option provided by
TSCH, it can also adapt to moderate traffic changes. However, ALICE is unsuitable when the aggregate offered load
becomes significant (e.g., high traffic rates and/or large number of source nodes), especially when the traffic and network
conditions change over time. In these scenarios, distributed
SFs (like MSF and E-OTF) are mandatory, thanks to their
ability to adapt. The negotiation overhead is the cost to pay
for adaptation. Among the considered adaptive SFs, E-OTF
is more reactive than MSF and, hence, it is preferable in
very dynamic scenarios (e.g., event-driven applications). The
drawback is a slight larger duty cycle, mainly due to a higher
negotiation overhead.
Our experiments have also highlighted that the performance of all the considered SFs is influenced by the RPL
routing protocol. Specifically, RPL instabilities often result
in path changes (i.e., selection of a new parent node)
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and, consequently, in increased delay and packet dropping. Instead, for Industrial IoT application communication reliability and timeliness are key requirements. In the
future, we plan to investigate the interplay between SFs
and RPL protocol and propose solutions for making RPL
more stable.
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